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Sponsored by Well-Pict Berries and Stemilt

Wal-Mart sets out to polish its fresh produce image
By Pamela Riemenschneider
Retail Editor

Just a few months after coming under scrutiny for out of stocks and poor
execution in its fresh produce department, Bentonville, Ark.-based WalMart Stores Inc. launched a campaign
and initiatives aimed at consumers
touting improvements to its fresh produce.
The company conducted a media
call June 3 to roll out the initiatives,
including promoting its “100% money
back guarantee” for fresh produce purchases, efforts to reduce transit time
from farms to stores through satellite
buying offices, more direct grower relationships, training for in-store employees and weekly produce checks at
more than 3,000 stores.
The initiatives are supported with a
nationwide ad campaign about WalMart’s fresh produce.
Jack Sinclair, executive vice president of grocery for Wal-Mart U.S. said
the company is “cutting out the middleman” and buying more produce directly, including being on track for increasing local produce sourcing by
50% over the next several years.

What’s inside

The company still plans to source
from local wholesalers, however.
“The other 20% will be through local wholesalers — those wholesalers
play an important role for us in the areas we serve,” he said.
Buying direct from growers and offering guarantees on produce are nothing new for major retailers — including Wal-Mart — said Bruce Peterson
of Peterson Insights Inc., a former
Wal-Mart produce executive. Where
Wal-Mart could make the most positive changes in Wal-Mart’s fresh produce comes with in-store execution in
the produce departments themselves,
Peterson said.
Fresh Produce Schools
Wal-Mart appears to be addressing
those issues through its new Fresh
Produce Schools, what Sinclair said
would be “visual” training programs
for more than 70,000 associates on appropriate produce handling procedures
and expectations of product freshness.
This will help employees identify what
produce belongs on the shelf and what
needs to be removed, Sinclair said.
These training programs will be
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A nationwide ad campaign is in the works to tell consumers about Wal-Mart’s efforts
to improve the execution and perception of its fresh produce marketing, says Jack
Sinclair, executive vice president of grocery for Wal-Mart U.S.

backed up with independent weekly idea, Peterson said, depending on execufresh produce checks for more than tion.
“I think that’s inherently a good
3,000 stores.
thing,” he said. “But I wonder who are
the people they’re going to train. WalObstacles to execution
Mart historically has been a company
The Fresh Produce School is a great of generalists. They never really ap-

plied any specific product training in
the way you would think that a conventional retailer would do.”
Wal-Mart could face challenges because training could mean specialization.
“From a union standpoint, WalMart has always said we don’t have
specialized departments,” he said.
“People may do some tasks within
stores but they’re all essentially trained
the same.”
Retail analyst David Livingston of
DJL Research, Pewaukee, Wis., is skeptical of the initiatives. The Fresh Produce
School could be no more than a 15-minute seminar in the break room, he said.
“Remember, this is Wal-Mart we
are talking about,” he said. “My guess
is this is more for the press release, annual meeting … etc. … and to deflect
attention from flat sales and bribery
scandals. Wal-Mart has a lot to overcome with its perishables reputation.”
Changes boil down to in-store execution, Peterson said.
“I think their buyers do a reasonably
good job for the size of the company,”
he said. “Then when they try to execute it at store level, it becomes a
whole other thing.”

Frosty April cuts
Northwest cherry
production

Martin Ley
leaves
Del Campo
Supreme

Supplies may be short for
July Fourth produce displays.

The former vice
president plans
to be busy with
his new venture.

By Andy Nelson
Markets Editor

Mother Nature has put a dent in the Northwest
cherry crop.
Grower-shippers are expecting to ship between 16 million and 17 million boxes, which is
down from an earlier estimate of about 18 million boxes, said B.J. Thurlby, president of Yakima, Wash.-based Northwest Cherry Growers.
About 23 million boxes shipped from the
Northwest last year.
Early varieties like chelans and early bings
were hardest hit by frost in April and heavy rains
at the end of May, said Eric Patrick, Yakimabased marketing director for Oakland, Calif.based Grant J. Hunt Co.
Splitting and other issues were causing growers to decide whether to even pick some early
fruit.
“I think the month of June will be pretty tight
volumewise,” he said. “Up until the Fourth (of
July) we’ll kind of be fighting to fill orders.”
Growers began picking early the week of June
3, but it would be awhile before they began shipping in volume, likely June 15-20, Thurlby said.
“It will fizzle along for the first week or two,”
he said.
Later varieties, however, were looking very
good, Thurlby said. That fruit should be on the
big side this season, also a plus, he said.
Patrick was optimistic in early June that volumes would be promotable by the holiday, and
he said he expected those volumes through July.
Grant J. Hunt’s growers expected to begin
picking the week of June 10.
The Northwest’s lighter start, combined with a
quick end to the California deal, should keep
markets strong through June, Patrick said.

Courtesy Grant J. Hunt Co.

Early cherry varieties were hard hit by frost in April,
so supplies will be tight through June, says Eric
Patrick, marketing director for Grant J. Hunt Co.
These cherries are ripening in an Milton-Freewater,
Ore., orchard.
See a video on this story at thepacker.com/video

On June 4, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
reported prices of $50-52 for 16-pound cartons of
bagged California bings 10-row. Last year at the
same time, 18-pound cartons sold for $42-46.
Bing losses could be up to 40% for Wenatchee,
Wash.-based Stemilt Growers LLC, thanks
mostly to the rain, said Roger Pepperl, marketing director.
“It affected the bings more than the chelans.”
While the entire Northwest crop is expected to
be 25% lower than last year, bing losses will
likely be closer to 50%, Thurlby said.
The heavy bing losses will affect volumes for
Fourth of July, Pepperl said. Pepperl expected
promotable volumes to begin shipping closer to
July 8, with a strong August expected before
Stemilt winds down production about the first
week of September.
Yakima-based Domex Superfresh Growers
was hoping for the best following the rains, said
Howard Nager, vice president of marketing.
“We’re just keeping our fingers crossed that
the weather looks down favorably on us over the
next couple of weeks.”

Chiquita to promote
‘Despicable Me 2’
Markets Editor

Paramount Citrus, creator of the Cuties brand, will market its California
mandarins and clementines under the new brand Wonderful Halos beginning with this fall’s crop.

Paramount Citrus
unveils Wonderful Halos
By Coral Beach
Staff Writer

Capitalizing on retailers’ and
consumers’ familiarity with
Wonderful Brands, Paramount
Citrus will market its California-grown clementines and
mandarins as Wonderful Halos
beginning this fall.
A subsidiary of Los Angelesbased Roll Global LLC, Paramount is relying on Roll’s portfolio of Wonderful Brands to
help it maintain its position in
the California mandarin deal
after selling the Cuties clemen-

tine brand to former partner Sun
Pacific Cos., Pasadena, Calif.
“Lynda Resnick and the creative team behind the Wonderful Brands are a force to be
reckoned with,” said Paramount
president David Krause. “We
will also be providing unparalleled marketing support to retailers as we launch Wonderful
Halos this fall.”
Resnick, wife and business
partner of Roll Global owner
Stewart Resnick, coined the
Cuties brand and created its
logo in 2001.
Halos A2 u

Chiquita Brands International Inc. has signed on with
the movie “Despicable Me 2”
for a summer promotion.
Secondary labels on
Chiquita bananas will feature Minions, characters
from the movie, according to
a news release from Charlotte, N.C.-based Chiquita.
Chiquita is partnering with
Universal Pictures and Illumination Entertainment on the
promotion. “Despicable Me
2” opens in theaters July 3.
“‘Despicable Me’ was
such a success, and the Minions stole the hearts of people everywhere. Since bananas are featured in both
films as one of the Minions’
favorite foods, this is just a
natural fit for Chiquita,” Rob
Adams, Chiquita’s senior
marketing manager, said in
the release. “This represents
an excellent opportunity to

Courtesy Chiquita Brands International

showcase our iconic brand,
and we’re honored to be part
of ‘Despicable Me 2.’”
Also as part of the promotion, U.S. consumers will
have the chance to win a
grand prize trip for four to
Hawaii and other prizes.
A website dedicated to the
partnership, www.chiquita.
com/DM2, features a Minion-maker, activities, recipes, a photo gallery, downloads and more.
Site visitors also will be
able to participate in a Sticker
Showdown, a bracket-type
competition among 26 banana stickers. By visiting the
site and voting weekly, fans
can advance their favorite
sticker to win the Showdown.

Editor

Martin Ley, who was vice
president of Nogales, Ariz.based Del Campo Supreme, left
the company and started his
own produce business.
He founded
Fresh
Evolution in
Nogales,
which
he
said will use
the skills he
earned in the
growing and
importing of
West Mexico vegeta‘I’m lookbles. He had
been at Del ing forward
Campo for to this new
20 years.
chapter and
“ I ’ m
looking for- continuing
ward to this
working in
new chapter
and continu- the produce
ing working industry.’
in the proMartin Ley
duce indusFresh Evolution
try,”
Ley
said June 6.
He said he
couldn’t
confirm what companies he’d
be working with, but he’s made
many contacts in the industry,
and he said he plans to be busy.
Del Campo successor

By Andy Nelson

Courtesy Paramount Citrus

By Greg Johnson

Minions, characters featured
in the movie “Despicable Me
2,” are particularly attracted
to bananas, making the
movie a natural fit for a Chiquita tie-in, says Rob Adams,
Chiquita’s senior marketing
manager.

In addition, the Minions
and their favorite healthy
snack will be taking to social
media to engage their fans
and spread the word about
“Despicable Me 2.” By following Chiquita on Twitter
(@Chiquita),
Facebook
(Chiquita Banana) and Instagram (@ChiquitaBrands),
consumers can interact with
content relating to the partnership.

Meanwhile, Del Campo hired
Nogales veteran Jim Munguia as
sales manager June 3.
Munguia spent the last six
years at Pacific Tomato Growers as sales manager for the
Nogales office.
“I had my own brokerage
company (JPM Sales Co.) for
the last 20-plus years,” he
said. “(Del Campo) is a great
company to be associated
with, and I appreciate the opportunity.”
Del Campo sales manager
and general manager Jim
Cathey wasn’t available June
6, but Munguia said he remains
with the company.
Ley said he’ll remain active in
various industry associations, including the Produce Marketing
Association, Canadian Produce
Marketing Association, Fresh
Produce Association of the
Americas and on the Mexican
tomato negotiating group.
His new contact information
is amley@fresh-evolution.com.
Additional reporting by staff
writer Mike Hornick
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The Melorange melon from
Monsanto Co. Vegetables
combines good shippability
and enhanced eating quality.
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Early start should allow for July Fourth promotions
Staff Writer

Unusually warm spring
weather has accelerated the
growth of melon plantings on
California’s Westside, prompting growers and handlers to be
upbeat about an early start to
the season.
Not only will it allow them to
make Fourth of July holiday
promotion, but it also could
help even out volumes and prices, growers and handlers say.
Rod Rosales, sales director
for Devine Organics LLC, Fresno, Calif., said he expected the
first cantaloupe from the Westside between June 14-17, about
10 days to two weeks ahead of
last season.
In late May, he said the crop
looked good except for a little
wind damage.
“How that will finish out remains to be seen,” he said.
Because of the anticipated
early start, Rosales was working with retailers to put together
Fourth of July promotion programs.
Atomic Torosian, managing
partner in Crown Jewels Produce, Fresno, Calif., said he
also expects an early start to the
Westside deal, with a few shipments from the Huron area
about June 24-25.
That means West Coast retailers should have plenty of
volume to promote for the July

Fourth holiday, he said.
“I think it bodes well that we
get off to an early start in the
season,” Torosian said. “The
last two years we were after the
Fourth of July.”
Crown Jewels Produce markets for Firebaugh, Calif.-based
Perez Farms and its King Crow
label.
Torosian said he figured
overall cantaloupe acreage
could be down about 5%, partly
because of tight water supplies
and partly because some cantaloupe growers have switched to
specialty melons or seedless
watermelons.
Jim Malanca, senior vice
president of sales and marketing at Westside Produce, Firebaugh, said an early start typically allows for a more orderly
market during the season.
“If we get this early start
we’re talking about, it usually
limits that surge of late-July
cantaloupe volume,” Malanca
said.
Should volume and prices
remain relatively steady, growers are more apt to return to
fields several times to pick. In
the end, that may mean 50 to
100 more cartons per acre.
“You get to finish the field,”
he said. “You’re able to get
all of the melons that are
available.”
In years when the market
bunches up, some growers may
decide to walk away from fields

because lower prices don’t justify the harvest costs, Malanca
said.
Dulcinea Farms, Ladera
Ranch, Calif., began harvesting
its PureHeart miniature watermelons and Ruby Bliss fullsized seedless watermelons in
near Yuma, Ariz., in late May
with good quality for both, general manager John McGuigan
said.
The grower-shipper was also
ramping up desert harvest of its
Tuscan-type cantaloupes in late
May and will transition to the
Westside in early July.
Depending on the weather,
Dulcinea will finish in the San
Joaquin Valley in late September or early October, he said.
“We anticipate another active
and productive year in the watermelon category for both minis and full-sized seedless,” McGuigan said. “The cantaloupe
category is still rebounding, but
we see a consistently strong
demand for our Tuscan cantaloupes.”
Farther north, Del Mar
Farms expects to begin harvest about July 5, the earliest
start in the 13 years the Patterson, Calif.-based operation
has been growing cantaloupe
and honeydew, said Brian
Wright, sales manager.
“We kind of embrace it,” he
said of the early start. “The
problem with a late season is
you usually get a condensed

Vicky Boyd

Vicky Boyd

marketing window. This way
we get another week or so. It
just extends the season.”
Wright said the season
should run into the first week of

November.
Since entering the Westside
deal in 2000, Del Mar Farms has
increased its cantaloupe acreage
about 10% annually, he said.

Monsanto
melon breeder
Jeff Mills shows
off a honeydew
melon during
an
August field
day at its
vegetable
breeding
center near
Woodland,
Calif.

The melons, which work
well as a rotational crop with
processing tomatoes, have become one of the operation’s
staples.

Irrigation cutbacks challenge planning
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Staff Writer
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Not knowing what your water supplies are going to be from
year to year has challenged
California Westside growershippers, who say it complicates cropping decisions.
The federal Central Valley
Project, which supplies the bulk
of surface water to the Westside,
announced in late winter that it
intended to deliver only 20% of
contracted amounts this year.
Project officials blamed the
reduced deliveries on a meager
Sierra Nevada snowpack and
mandated river flows for endangered fish in the SacramentoSan Joaquin River delta.
This is not the first year that
the Bureau of Reclamation,
which operates the project, has
cut water deliveries, either. Last
season, Westside growers received 40% of contracted
amount even though Sierra
snowpack was above average.
Devine Organics LLC, Fresno, Calif., has deep wells in
some fields to augment surface
water supplies, said Rod Rosales, sales director. But in
fields without the wells, he said,

Vicky Boyd

Cutbacks in water delivered to
Westside grower-shippers have
been blamed on meager snowpack in the Sierra Nevadas.

they manage the best they can.
Like many grower-shippers,
he said Devine Organics has reduced its overall plantings, although cantaloupe acreage is
only slightly less than last year.
“There are certain things we
decided against planting simply
because we didn’t feel there
was enough water to go
around,” Rosales said.
Milas Russell, marketing director for Sandstone Marketing,
Yuma Ariz., which also grows,
packs and ships specialty melons on the Westside, said the

central California water situation creates a set of challenges
not experienced in the desert.
“You’re seeing some outrageous prices for water,” Russell
said.
A few northern water districts with surplus water have
offered to sell it to Westside
water districts. Sellers must factor in water that’s lost to evaporation during canal transport as
well as devote a specified
amount to wildlife uses.
“It’s dire,” Russell said.
Before planting, Westside
Produce, Firebaugh, Calif., had
to shuffle around about 300-500
acres of mostly cantaloupe to
fields that had adequate water,
said Jim Malanca, senior vice
president.
“We had to move to different
areas because we couldn’t get
water to the areas where they
were originally scheduled,” he
said.
The grower-packer-shipper
hasn’t reduced its plantings,
and Malanca said he expects
about the same melon acreage
on the Westside overall. Even
if it were down 5%, he said
increased yields could offset
that.

Syngenta melon breeder
Rakesh Kumar
slices a hamitype melon during an August
2012 field day at
the firm’s vegetable breeding
facility near
Woodland, Calif.

Better flavor’s
the gold ring
for melon breeders
By Vicky Boyd
Staff Writer

WOODLAND, Calif. —
Vegetable breeders for St. Louis-based Monsanto Co. have
taken what they’ve learned
about the complex genetics behind tomato flavor and have
begun applying it to melon
breeding.
The result is a line of hybrid
melons that will be marketed
under the SweatPeak brand,
said Candace Wilson, vegetables account lead for consumer
benefits and chain management.
The company is focusing on
specialty melons and is working
with grower-packer-shippers
and retailers to determine potential releases’ appeal, she
said.
“We’ve brought in many different melons that we’re trialing
in the U.S.,” Wilson said.
“Growers and retailers see the
specific melons, taste them and
touch them.”
The Sweet Peak Fuji, a hamitype melon that tastes like a
cross between an Asian pear
and a perfectly ripe honeydew,
is nearing commercial release,
she said.
“We’ve been sending samples around to lots of retailers in
the U.S. and have been getting
really great feedback,” Wilson
said.
Lemon Drop, Golden Desire
But Monsanto isn’t the only
company focusing on flavor
and consumer traits.
Basel, Switzerland-based
Syngenta also has an extensive
specialty melon breeding program as well as continuing efforts to develop improved Western shipper cantaloupe varieties, said Mark Jirak, portfolio
manager for melons, squash
and cucumbers, who’s based in
Kansas City, Mo.

“We plant melons that are er research and developusually recognized in different ment lead, Woodland.
parts of the world to see if
Surveys have shown that conthey’re locally adapted and if sumers choose retailers based
there’s an interest in trying to partly on the diversity of prowork with them,” he said.
duce they stock. Retailers, on the
The Lemon Drop melon
other hand, use produce to help
marketed by Martori Farms,
Scottsdale, Ariz., for exam- differentiate themselves from
ple, is a Syngenta variety in other grocery stores, he said.
“It’s becoming more and
which the grower-packershipper showed interest and more of a trend for both the
obtained exclusive market- consumers and the retailers to
focus on year-round produce
ing rights.
But Jirak said there also re- supplies,” Boddupalli said.
mains a need
“Year-round,
for flavorful
‘The last thing we need consistent flacantaloupe vavor is imporis a cantaloupe that
rieties.
tant.”
“ M e l o n s doesn’t taste good when
Although
have had their
melons imwe’re
trying
to
bring
share of chalported from
lenges, not back the customers and
Central and
from the West
South Ameribut from the consumer demand.’
Mark Jirak ca have had
industrywide
shelf
Syngenta good
impact of the
life in the
eastern foodpast, he said
borne illnessthey had little flavor.
es on cantaloupe,” he said.
Heirloom varieties have won“Consumers don’t separate
the type of cantaloupe and where derful flavor, but they may lack
it’s grown. So the last thing we the shippability and shelf life
need is a cantaloupe that doesn’t that commercial outlets require.
“We’re combining the ability
taste good when we’re trying to
bring back the customers and to ship the fruit while actually
returning or bringing in this
consumer demand.”
Syngenta’s new Golden De- flavor,” Boddupalli said.
But flavor isn’t just brix or
sire provides an early season
partner to its mainstay Golden high sugar levels.
He said it also involves nuExpress. Not only does the
newcomer offer good sizes, av- merous other chemical compoeraging 6s and 9s, but Jirak said nents, such as volatiles and flait also has good fusarium and vinoids, as well as the entire
powdery mildew resistance and eating experience, including
good eating quality typically visual appearance and texture.
The charentais-like Melorseen in later-season varieties.
ange is an example of a melon
with a long shelf life, good
Year-round consistentcy
sugars and tantalizing aromas,
Breeding for enhanced fla- Boddupalli said.
vor attributes is being driven
The fruit, slightly smaller than
by a number of factors, said a cantaloupe, has deep orange
Sekhar Boddupalli, Monsanto flesh, sugars as high as 17 brix
Co. Vegetables global consum- and a fragrance like cantaloupe.

Courtesy Monsanto Co.
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Business updates
Double D Farms becomes Devine Organics

Double D Farms, Fresno, Calif., has changed its name
to Devine Organics LLC to better reflect its commitment
to organic production, said Rod Rosales, marketing director.
The new moniker also incorporates owners Elvia and
Don Devine’s names.
The operation’s small number of conventionally grown
items will still be marketed under the Double D Farms
label.

Orange Bliss is an orange-flesh
honeydew melon being trialed in
small blocks this season.

Courtesy Dulcinea Farms

Dulcinea Farms trials new honeydew

Dulcinea Farms LLC, Ladera Ranch, Calif., is trying a
new orange-fleshed honeydew called Orange Bliss in the
San Joaquin Valley this season.
“This is a small pre-commercial trial, but we’re very
excited about the flavor and taste profile of this melon,”
general manager John McGuigan said.
The new variety fits Dulcinea’s philosophy of expanding its seasonal specialty melon offerings.
Dulcinea also is offering retailers additional signs to
complement the high-graphic bins it already offers to promote its full-sized Ruby Bliss melons.
Ruby Bliss has a dark exterior rind and deep ruby red
flesh.
“We think adding additional messaging about the product usage and strong brand recognition can add lots of
excitement to a floor display,” marketing director Monique McLaws said.
“We came up with an easy application to put up the
signs because we know how busy it is in the produce department. The one-step application makes turning a regular bin into an instant display.”
In addition, Dulcinea offers secondary display bins to
promote its locally grown products.
By staff writer Vicky Boyd

Courtesy Dulcinea Farms

Dulcinea Farms offers retailers high-graphic bins to help tell
the story of its Ruby Bliss melon.
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New state food safety rule kicks in
A mandatory food safety
program this season
requires state inspections
for growers and handlers.
By Vicky Boyd
Staff Writer

Although the new, mandatory California
cantaloupe food safety rule became effective
earlier this year, retailers and consumers
won’t notice anything outwardly different
about California cantaloupes this season.
“There won’t be stickers on each cantaloupe once they’re certified, and you won’t
be seeing that in the stores this season,” said
John Gilstrap, manager of the Dinuba-based
California Cantaloupe Advisory Board.
What growers and handlers will notice
are required inspections by California Department of Food and Agriculture personnel trained to U.S. Department of Agriculture standards.
The beefed-up inspections are part of the
California Cantaloupe Advisory Board,
which last year became the first state marketing order to approve a mandatory food
safety program.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
signed off on the program with only a few
changes before the start of this season, Gilstrap said.
The California Cantaloupe Advisory Board
includes a food safety certification program
that requires inspection to a set of best practices
and science-based handling metrics.
Growers and handlers must pass a
checklist of 156 points with 100% compliance. If they don’t, they have to go back,
make corrections and be reinspected.
In addition, the rule requires handlers to
have a traceback system.
Handlers who buy or accept cantaloupe
from growers who do not follow approved
best practices, haven’t been inspected or
don’t have a traceback system will be in
violation.
The marketing order also makes it an
unfair trade practice not to comply.
The food safety plan is based on the

Food and Drug Administration’s guidance
for cantaloupe.
With input from Western Growers, University of California extension research
specialist Trevor Suslow and food safety
scientists at risk management firm Intertox,
the board tailored the FDA recommendations to fit California conditions.
Should retail customers require food
safety inspections by a private third party,
Gilstrap said handlers would have to undergo additional audits.
“We hope someday that retailers will accept the California audit and not require
them to have any others,” he said.
Assessment pays for program
The certification program is funded by
handler assessments of 2 cents per 40-pound
carton.
The cantaloupe board just launched its
website, www.calcantaloupes.com, which
contains the program’s guidelines and performance metrics and the names of all
handlers who must comply.
Gilstrap said a list of certified handlers
won’t be published on the site until after the
season ends to avoid possibly putting handlers of later-season fruit at a competitive
disadvantage.
“These people have been producing a
safe product for a long time,” he said.
There has not been a single foodborne illness linked to California cantaloupe, he said.
“We decided this was the best way to
handle it,” Gilstrap said.
“Everybody is starting out pending (certification). Until we have a season of audits,
people won’t be certified. Audits will be
going on this season, but there won’t be
certified California cantaloupe in the stores.”
Westside Produce, Firebaugh, Calif., has
made food safety its top priority for years,
said Jim Malanca, senior vice president.
Company president Steve Patricio serves
as chairman of the California Cantaloupe
Advisory Board and its food safety committee. Patrichio also serves as chairman
for the advisory committee for the Center
for Produce Safety and sits on Western

Growers’ food safety committee and the
Produce Marketing Association’s foods
safety committee.
Even before the mandatory rule, Patricio
said many Westside handlers had been following voluntary food safety guidances for
years.
“California, in general, has been at the
forefront of this for years because food
safety and quality go hand in hand,” he
said. “We were recommending best practices and dealing with commodity-specific
food safety guidances for close to two decades, so it’s certainly not new for anyone
in Northern California.”
Malanca said Westside Produce already
has hosted food safety inspectors from major retailers who want to conduct their own
inspections, and it has passed a third-party
audit this season.
Rod Rosales, marketing director for
Devine Organics LLC, Fresno, Calif., said
representatives from the grower-packershipper have been attending meetings to
make sure they’re up to date on the new rule.
As a handler of organics, he said the
company already had adopted many of the
procedures within the new marketing order.
“We’re a little bit ahead of the curve because we do organic,” he said. “There are
some test procedures that are being required that we’ve been following because
we are organic.”
Top of mind
Brian Wright, sales manager for Del Mar
Farms, Patterson, Calif., said food safety is
top of mind of buyers with whom he deals.
“It’s one of the first things they ask,” he
said.
They also inquire about GFSI (global
food safety initiative) audits and product
traceability, he said.
“We embrace it,” Wright said. “If you
don’t have it, you really can’t be in the
business. It’s just a necessity.”
Del Mar Farms passed its third-party
Primus food safety audit a few weeks ago,
and he said the next step will be state field
audits beginning in July with the harvest.

Flavor guides Russell family’s melon business
By Vicky Boyd
Staff Writer

In its advertisements, winemaker Paul
Masson used to boast, “We’ll sell no wine
before its time.”
The Russell family behind Sandstone
Marketing Inc., Yuma, Ariz., has put a
slightly different spin on the motto and will
pick no melon before its time.
“Flavor is our mantra — it’s burned into
each employee that works for us,” said
Milas Russell, director of marketing. “We
tell them, ‘pick the melons that you’d pick
for your families.’”
Equally important is the company’s food
safety program, headed by Russell’s mother, Diana Russell, who’s in the field each
day alongside the harvest crews. The company complies with the new mandatory
food safety program at the California Cantaloupe Advisory Board.
“We’re well ahead of the pack,” he said.
The operation begins harvesting in the
desert Southwest in May, then transitions to
the Westside for about two months before
moving to other locations, ending the season in late October.
Sandstone Marketing has continued to
reduce plantings of traditional Western
shipper cantaloupe hybrids and doesn’t
even produce honeydews.
In their place is the growing line of spe-

cialty melons marketed under the Kiss
brand that includes Honey Kiss, Sugar
Kiss, Golden Kiss and Summer Kiss.
The specialty melon focus was an offshoot of a fresh-cut endeavor begun in the
early 2000s, Russell said.
The operation conducted field trials to
find hybrids that were the best suited in
terms of flavor and texture for fresh-cut.
Some of the ones that didn’t make it for
fresh-cut nevertheless had wonderful flavors and wound up in the Kiss line.
The operation continues to conduct field
trials to find hybrids that have desirable and
consistent flavor and can be grown in all of
its production areas.
The Honey Kiss, for example, is a
hami type (a type of muskmelon from
China)of melon from Syngenta vegetable
seeds division to which Sandstone has
exclusive marketing rights, said Mark Ji-

rak, portfolio manager for melons, squash
and cucumbers.
Originally from China, hami types of
melon have an oval shape, light netting,
light salmon-colored flesh and a honeylike aroma.
“There’s keen interest in those kinds of
niche-differentiated melons,” Jirak said.
Sandstone Marketing works with select
independent retailers and a few large ones
that share Sandstone’s philosophy that flavor is paramount.
“We make sure the program works from
customer to customer,” he said. “We develop our own point-of-sale materials, and
we’re active on social media.”
An integral part is the “meet the growers” program where growers and their
families visit retailers and interact with
customers.
“It’s been a huge driver of the partnerships with our customers,” Russell said.
Samplings at retailers also are an important part of the program.
Russell said he didn’t view other melons
in the category as competitors. Instead, he
sees other sweet snacks as their rivals.
If he can provide a child with a treat as
tasty as a Lemonheads hard candy but with
much better nutrition, Russell said he
knows he has a winning combination.
“When we do meet the growers, we see
children as the driving force,” he said.
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